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Reviewed by Israel Selvanayagam, Gurukul Lutheran Theological College,
Chennai, India, iselvanayagam@hotmail.com
Twenty eight chapters (divided into three parts: Theories, Research and
Applications) by forty-four researchers/authors, most of whom based at
universities in USA, with an inviting. Foreword by Shane J. Lopez, tries to
answer the most persistent and important question, “What is the meaning
of life?” The immediate second question raised is, “what is the meaning
of meaning?” and the modest response stated in the “Introduction” is “to
proceed by clarifying the different types and components of meaning.”
It is admitted that “the study of meaning has always been plagued by
the subjective and objective controversy” and the need of both. The editor notes that according to his own implicit theory research which has
been replicated in Asian cultures “there are eight (though seven actually noted!) sources of meaning: happiness, achievement, intimacy,
relationship, self-transcendence, self-acceptance and fairness” (xxxi).
He identifies six different stages—inertia, exploratory, discovery, completion, emergency, stagnant—in the process of the search for meaning. Then
the question is turned to levels of meaning including ultimate meaning.
One author’s (Steger) definition of meaning seems to be comprehensive,
to which some other authors turn:
Meaning is the web of connections, understandings, and interpretations
that help us comprehend our experience and formulate plans directing our
energies to the achievement of our desired future. Meaning provides us
with the sense that our lives matter, that they make sense, and that they are
more than the sum of our seconds, days, and years. Comprehending our
experience in this way builds the cognitive component of meaning in life.
The cognitive component of meaning in life thus refers to the misunderstandings that we develop of who we are, what the world is like, and how
we fit in with and relate to the grand scheme of things. (xxxv)
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However, this is not the only definition of meaning and other brief
anecdotes of meaning noted in the Introduction are both fascinating and
bewildering. Concluding his introduction, the editor helpfully states:
Meaning research is a complex business. This volume shows that we need
rigorous theoretical analysis, sophisticated research methods, and deep
philosophical insight in order to understand the uniquely human capacity for meaning seeking and meaning making. No one research paradigm
can discover the whole truth about meaningful living. Not even scientific
research can do justice to this ancient, universal, grand story of human
adventure, which reaches the deep recesses of unconsciousness and the
mystical realms of spirituality. (xliiif )

He continues to note that different disciplines and perspectives can benefit
from each other, though positive psychology is the key component.
The book’s chapters are an elaboration of the above Introduction which
provides a gist. What makes life worth living? Wong’s answers include
money, fame, a stress and anxiety free life. Based on numerous studies, he
has found that “the worthy life consisted of the following components:
happiness, achievement, relationship, intimacy, religion, altruism, selfacceptance, and fair treatment” (4). From the conclusions of other scholars
he quotes, we read statements such as, “purpose, efficacy, value and selfworth,” “discovering the meaning of suffering,” ”fulfilling God’s calling,”
“excellent conditions of having what one wants in life,” “commitment to a
higher purpose,” “being shaped by cultural norms,” “states of satisfaction,
success, personal growth, and meaning fulfillment.” All others are more or
less combinations and permutations of these.
Emotion plays a role. “Inasmuch as brain pathways for emotion, especially positive affect, overlap those associated with evaluation, reward, and
goal striving, it may be expected that emotion will also be linked to the
sense that one’s life is meaningful” (36). There are two types of experiencing meaning, presence of it and seeking it. Physical and psychological wellbeing do contribute to a sense of meaning. It helps to avoid pain,
depression and to gain a positive feeling of being a normal, self-confident
individual and taking responsibility of one’s own decisions.
At this moment, one more “meaning of meaning” draws our attention.
“A life is meaningful when it is understood by the person living it to matter
in some larger sense. Lives may be experienced as meaningful when they
are felt to have significance beyond the trivial or momentary, to have purpose, or to have a coherence that transcends chaos” (126). There is a con© Equinox Publishing Ltd. 2018
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nection between mood and information when one is trying to articulate
the meaning of life. Purpose and mission constitute a sense of meaning.
An experience of being loved and loving, both romantically and otherwise,
make one’s life meaningful although there is a possibility of love being
short-lived. The relationship is important just as the relationship of words
to a sentence. It is interesting that adherence to religious belief in afterlife
does not correlate unanimously to acceptance of death without anxiety.
However, long before the science of psychoanalysis was discovered Buddha taught about mindfulness. Its practice is stated as “There is no way to
mindfulness, mindfulness is the way” (258). A person in suffering or dying
is led to realize the structure of world and human life.
Loving kindness, empathic compassion, and shared joy practiced in meditative equanimity form the alpha and omega of Buddhist action [...] The
Nirvana emptiness and the extinction of unwholesome craving are not sufficient in themselves. Meaning is derived from the daily practice of the
social meditations. Thus, awakening—the experience that Duhkha has
ceased—is just the beginning to be better able to help others. (268f )

Chapters 13-21 form part two, findings of research projects. It is not
clear about the ethodological tools applied to these researches. Unless we
know that, it is difficult to distinguish between approaching with openness
and applying a favoured method with some modification. It is observed
that positive psychology’s affirmation of goodness and excellence are
authentic human urges. Such virtues inspire and encourage the onlookers.
According to the VIA (Values In Action) classification there are seven
strengths (wisdom and knowledge, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, transcendence, spirituality and religiousness) and several sub-clauses
(282). “One role religion plays is to put the events of life in the context
of a quest for spiritual salvation. As such, religion has provided a sense of
purpose to the lives of many people throughout history” (301).
Luis Buñuel’s words “Memory is what makes our lives … Our memory
is our coherence, our reason, our feeling, even our action. Without it, we are
nothing” (315), are cited at an appropriate point. In most autobiographical memories emotion is either absent or suppressed, and this places constraints on meaning. It might create a problem in old age when a coherent
meaning of religious and ordinary life is not experienced. While societal
resources are directed towards the wellbeing of the aged, the dimension
of health and life satisfaction should not be overlooked. “Prolonging life
without providing any meaning for existence is not the best answer to the
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challenge of aging” (439). Can there be a disturbing memory of the nonreturnable past in old age, and is there a wisdom (from the experience of
age) for those who are young?
The third and final section on applications include clinical approaches to
discrepancies in meaning, meaning making in those who survive illnesses
such as cancer, goal adjusting for holistic health, personal transformation,
integrating sexuality, building youth resilience and meaning-centered
counseling. Unattainable goal setting and inability to cope with frustration
is found to be one serious issue among college students. The causes may be
many including physical ill-health.
In such situations, people need to engage in adapting self-regulation to
maintain their sense of meaning and avoid the negative consequences on
their subjective well-being and physical health. In particular, processes
aimed at goal disengagement and goal reengagement can prevent the adverse effects of unattainable goals on a person’s quality of life (553).

Psychotherapy from the approach of spiritually oriented logotherapy
promises the regaining of meaning. “The three fundamental tenets of logotherapy are (1) freedom of will, (2) will to meaning, and (3) meaning of
life” (621). One may ask if such neatly worked out categories and processes
are applicable to all cases everywhere!
From that of the Greek philosophers Aristotle and Plato to the modern
youngsters of different backgrounds a variety of perceptions and experiences of meaning is covered in this important study. Most of the researches
are thorough, with statistics, charts and tables. Repetition of certain issues,
particularly definition of meaning, seems to be unavoidable. However,
there is no claim that it is exhaustive or has universal appeal. Let me conclude by pointing out a few issues. First, the studies are set in a modern,
American, developed and individualistic world. The d angerous s tate t he
Americans are in is sporadically noted by the author. In the third world
situation with a strong family and community bond “meaning” has a different meaning. It is trustworthy that there are those from the West who
have lived and worked in this world and returned to their home country
have observed that in the third world meaning and hope, to a large extent
and particularly among the youth, is much greater than in their developed
country. Second, meaning in many persons’ lives, seems to lie not in selfsatisfaction but in fulfilling the obligations of a vocation in which success
or failure is unpredictable and emotion is directed in a prophetic way. This
is mentioned in passing with reference to Gandhi and a few others and
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one may argue that their way may provide an antidote to the growing
global problem of meaninglessness if properly applied. Third, the place
of religion is confined to providing a mindset of hope. But religion in its
variety has more dimensions than only the experiential. Ritual, mythical,
social, ethical and symbolic dimensions have potency for providing meaning as experienced by millions of people through the ages. Fourth, in life
in common and religious life in particular, as emphasized in interfaith dialogue, a committed openness towards the unfolding of reality and life, may
well encounter moments of overflowing awe, wonder and love.
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